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Abstract
We adapted a method from developmental psychology [1] to explore whether capuchin monkeys (Cebus apella) would
place objects on a ‘‘blicket detector’’ machine to diagnose causal relations in the absence of a direct reward. Across five
experiments, monkeys could place different objects on the machine and obtain evidence about the objects’ causal
properties based on whether each object ‘‘activated’’ the machine. In Experiments 1–3, monkeys received both audiovisual
cues and a food reward whenever the machine activated. In these experiments, monkeys spontaneously placed objects on
the machine and succeeded at discriminating various patterns of statistical evidence. In Experiments 4 and 5, we modified
the procedure so that in the learning trials, monkeys received the audiovisual cues when the machine activated, but did not
receive a food reward. In these experiments, monkeys failed to test novel objects in the absence of an immediate food
reward, even when doing so could provide critical information about how to obtain a reward in future test trials in which
the food reward delivery device was reattached. The present studies suggest that the gap between human and animal
causal cognition may be in part a gap of motivation. Specifically, we propose that monkey causal learning is motivated by
the desire to obtain a direct reward, and that unlike humans, monkeys do not engage in learning for learning’s sake.
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also saw the effects of rotating each lever separately, which
provided them with full causal information about how the toy
worked. After receiving either confounded or unconfounded
evidence, children were allowed to play freely with the familiar
toy from the first part of the study and with a novel toy. Children
in the unconfounded evidence condition preferred to play with the
novel toy, suggesting that they were less interested in the original
familiar toy after receiving the evidence of how it worked.
Children in the confounded evidence condition, in contrast,
showed a greater tendency to play with the familiar toy, with many
of these children performing actions to diagnose the toy’s causal
structure. Schulz and Bonawitz [6] interpreted this pattern of
results as evidence that children who received only confounded
evidence about the toy remained curious about how that toy
worked and thus continued playing with it accordingly.
Work using similar paradigms has shown that children
presented with confounded evidence played with a toy in a more
exploratory manner compared to children presented with unconfounded evidence, who played more exploitatively [7,8]. Additionally, Legare [9] found that children proposing different
explanations for anomalous data engaged in different patterns of
exploratory play. Taken together, these results suggest that like
adults, children may be motivated to diagnose causal structures
even in situations in which such diagnoses are not immediately
relevant or instrumentally beneficial.
In contrast to the strong evidence that children perform
diagnostic actions to learn causal relations, there is little consensus

Introduction
Human causal cognition is impressive not only because we excel
at learning causal relationships that are present in our environment but also because we actively search for causal explanations
and attempt to diagnose how causal systems work (see reviews in
[2,3]). Indeed, the search for explanation is so ubiquitous in
everyday life that we are often motivated to learn about causal
structures even in the absence of direct benefits. For example,
many people are curious about how the immune system fights
disease and how automobiles work, and not just when they are sick
or when their car will not start.
Recent work in developmental psychology suggests that our
understanding of and curiosity about causal relations seems to
develop within the first few years of life (see reviews in [4,5]).
Schulz and Bonawitz [6], for example, examined children’s ability
to learn causal relations in the absence of a direct reward through
their exploratory play. They presented preschoolers with different
types of evidence concerning how a toy box worked. In one
condition, children received confounded evidence. They saw that
rotating two levers on the toy box simultaneously caused two
different objects to pop out from inside. Based on this presentation,
it was unclear whether one lever controlled both objects or
whether each lever controlled a different object, and if so, which
lever controlled which object. In another condition, children
received unconfounded evidence. In addition to seeing the effects
of both levers rotated simultaneously, children in this condition
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first recognize that more information is needed. Thus, we review
evidence that non-human primates are able to recognize situations
in which one’s own knowledge is incomplete or insufficient to
achieve a goal or solve a cognitive problem. Based on this
metacognitive awareness, one can diagnostically seek further
information that is relevant for solving the task at hand.
In one study of animal information seeking, Call and Carpenter
[28] varied whether chimpanzees and orangutans (Pongo pygmaeus)
saw which of two opaque tubes had been baited with food. Apes
were allowed to choose the contents from only one of the tubes;
however, they were permitted to look inside the tubes before
making their decision. Apes who did not see which tube had been
baited with food were more likely to look inside the tubes than
apes who saw the hiding location during the presentation,
suggesting that apes can recognize when they need more
information in order to achieve a goal (see also [29] for a similar
result in monkeys). In another study, Beran and Smith [30]
allowed rhesus (Macaca mulatta) and capuchin monkeys (Cebus apella)
to seek additional information that would be relevant for solving a
matching-to-sample task. Again, overall, both of these monkey
species recognized when they needed more information in order to
solve the task (although see [31–34] for some studies demonstrating that monkeys may be more limited in their metacognitive
capacities).
Although both apes and monkeys have demonstrated the ability
to recognize when they need more information to solve a cognitive
task, all of the studies performed to date allowed participants to
receive an immediate food reward for correct responses. Such
immediate instrumental rewards may have motivated primate
participants to engage in the information-seeking behaviors.
Humans, in contrast, often seek out diagnostic information even
in cases where no immediate reward is available. No work to date
has explored whether primates (or any non-human animal) will
engage in diagnostic behavior in the absence of a direct and
immediate reward. In addition, despite growing evidence that
several primate species engage in some information-seeking
behaviors, there has been little work investigating whether
primates will seek out missing information in the causal domain.
Here, we attempt to explore whether primates are motivated to
diagnose causal systems in the absence of an immediate reward.
Any study attempting to compare human and non-human
causal information seeking, however, faces a bit of a methodological challenge. Most experimental tasks used to test causal
understanding in primates (see review in [10]) have differed
greatly from the tasks used to study children’s causal cognition.
The use of similar methods across comparative and developmental
participants has proven especially useful in other domains in which
researchers have attempted to study similar questions across the
two populations (see review in [35]). In the current paper, we try to
overcome this issue of divergent methods by adapting a method
commonly used in developmental psychology to study causal
cognition in a non-human animal. Specifically, we adapted the
blicket detector method of Gopnik and colleagues [1,36] to
investigate whether one non-human species– the brown capuchin
monkey (Cebus apella)– will diagnose causal relations in the absence
of an immediate reward. Although the blicket detector method
was originally used to study whether preschool-aged children can
discriminate between various patterns of statistical evidence to
infer causal relationships, this method has already been adapted to
study diagnostic causal learning in children [9] as well as causal
learning in non-verbal populations (e.g., preverbal infants [37]).
Here we apply this method for the first time to test a non-human
primate population. We chose to test capuchin monkeys specifically because this species is a common non-human primate model

regarding whether other animals possess the kinds of learning
mechanisms that children use to acquire causal knowledge (see
reviews in [10,11]). Traditionally, most researchers have assumed
that animals’ causal reasoning can be reduced to simple associative
learning mechanisms (e.g., [12]; see also [13–16] for reviews).
More recent work, however, suggests that in at least some respects,
animals may be capable of higher-level causal reasoning similar to
that of humans.
Blaisdell et al. [17], for example, tested whether rats are capable
of predicting the results of interventions based on observational
learning, a capacity that is a prominent feature of Bayes net
theory, but that is irreducible to associative learning (e.g., [18]).
They introduced rats to a causal system in which a light cue (L)
was followed by a tone (T), and separately, the light cue (L) was
followed by food (F). That is, the light cue appeared to be a
common cause of the tone and food; T r L R F. In the test phase,
participants were either able to produce the tone by pressing a
lever (condition intervene-T) or they observed the tone independently of pressing the lever (condition observe-T). Blaisdell et al.
assessed rats’ expectations of food given that T was present by
measuring the frequency of nose pokes into the food dispenser and
found that rats in the intervene-T condition had a weaker
expectation of food than rats in the observe-T condition, an
inference that is consistent with a Bayes net account, but not
associative accounts of animal causal learning (but see [11,19] for
critiques and alternative interpretations).
Although the present work is not motivated by the debate
regarding whether animal cognition is reducible to associative
learning mechanisms, this literature is relevant in that associative
learning theories predict that animal learning is solely geared
towards obtaining rewards [20]. This view suggests that animals
act randomly in their environment until they engage in behavior
that produces a reward. The reward reinforces the associated
behavior, increasing its frequency. As we have reviewed earlier,
human children engage in diagnostic behavior to learn how causal
systems work. In this paper, we ask whether animals also perform
diagnostic actions to learn about causal relations in their
environment.
In one study of whether animals engage in diagnostic causal
reasoning [21], chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) were trained to place
blocks upright, receiving a food reward for performing this task
successfully. On some trials, chimpanzees were presented with a
‘‘sham block’’ that could not be placed upright. In contrast to
human children tested on an analogous task, chimpanzees failed to
inspect the sham block in trials in which there was no visual
difference between the sham blocks and functional blocks. These
results suggest that even our closest living animal relative fails to
engage in diagnostic reasoning at the same level as young human
children. However, despite the absence of evidence (and perhaps
evidence of an absence) of diagnostic behavior in non-human
primates, chimpanzees and other non-human primates can engage
in sophisticated tool-use and object manipulation behaviors
[22,23], and can use physical cues (e.g., whether a cup makes a
noise when shaken) to infer whether a container is baited with food
[24–26].
Although relatively little work has tested animals’ diagnostic
reasoning directly, there is a growing body of work examining
whether animals– particularly non-human primates– possess
metacognitive abilities to seek out more information when it’s
needed. More specifically, this work has explored whether
primates have the capacity to monitor the state of their own
knowledge (see review in [27]). Although the present work is not
directly concerned with animal metacognition, in order to engage
in diagnostic reasoning to figure out how a system works, one must
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could learn to distinguish between one object that always activated
the blicket detector and another object that never activated the
blicket detector.

of human cognition (see review in [38]) in part because of their
rich social relationships, skilled tool use, and capacity for
manipulating objects.
In the original blicket-detector studies, Gopnik and colleagues
explored whether two- to four-year-old children could infer which
objects had a novel causal power on the basis of different patterns
of statistical evidence [1,36]. In these studies, researchers
presented children with a novel machine called a ‘‘blicket
detector’’ and told children that ‘‘blickets make the machine
go.’’ Across a number of studies, children made inferences about
which objects were ‘‘blickets’’ based on whether the machine lit
up, even though they were given relatively limited evidence about
the kinds of objects that were able to activate the machine.
In one study, Gopnik et al. [1] presented children with two
novel objects (A and B) that could potentially be ‘‘blickets.’’ In one
condition, children observed a ‘‘one-cause’’ sequence that
proceeded as follows: object A activated the machine by itself,
object B did not activate the machine by itself, and then objects A
and B activated the machine together twice. After witnessing this
sequence, children reported that object A, but not object B, was a
blicket (i.e., had causal efficacy). In another condition, children
witnessed a similar but slightly different sequence involving two
causes: object A activated the machine by itself three times, object
B did not activate the machine by itself once, but then did activate
the machine by itself twice. Here, children gave a different answer;
they said that both objects A and B were blickets. Even though both
of these testing conditions showed object B activating the machine
with the same frequency (two out of three times), child participants
distinguished between these conditions, suggesting that children
may be using conditional probability information to determine
which objects caused the machine to go.
In Experiment 1, we introduced capuchins to a ‘‘blicket
detector’’ machine and validated this new method by testing the
monkeys’ ability to perform simple discriminations. After introducing them to the detector, Experiments 2 and 3 presented
capuchins with modified versions of Gopnik et al.’s [1] one-cause
and two-cause conditions. As such, we were able to directly
compare capuchins’ performance on this task with that of human
children and see whether capuchins, like human children, think
different objects activate the detector across the one-cause and
two-cause conditions.
After establishing in Experiments 1–3 that monkeys understood
the blicket detector paradigm, were comfortable interacting with
the objects and the detector, and were sensitive to the distinction
between the one-cause and two-cause conditions, we then
performed Experiments 4 and 5 to investigate monkeys’ motivation to search for causal information about the blicket detector
system. As reviewed above, one seemingly distinctive characteristic
of human causal cognition is the ‘‘drive to explain’’ causal
phenomena even when there are no direct or immediate benefits
to acquiring such knowledge [39]. To test for this motivation in
capuchins, Experiments 4 and 5 explored whether monkeys would
spontaneously place objects on the blicket detector simply to learn
which objects activate the machine even if there was no immediate
opportunity to obtain a food reward. Do monkeys engage in a
diagnostic search for information that might tell them about an
underlying causal relationship, or do they instead focus only on
acquiring causal knowledge in cases in which they need this
information to achieve a direct outcome? An overview of the
experiments is shown in Table 1.
We began by introducing our participants to the blicket detector
machine in order to find out whether monkeys could link any
novel objects with the machine’s function. Experiment 1 began
with this initial step, investigating whether capuchin monkeys
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Experiment 1
Methods
Animal care. This work was approved by the Yale University
IACUC committee and conforms to federal guidelines for the use
of animals in research. The capuchins live in a large social
enclosure (4.1 m63.2 m62.5 m), which has multiple passageways
between the sections that can be closed for separation of
individuals or groups. The enclosure contains numerous toys
and other monkeys for enrichment. The light cycle is a 12-hour
cycle; the lights go on at 7 am and go off at 7 pm. The
temperature is 72 degrees Fahrenheit (+/22 degrees).
Participants. We tested six (three male: AG, JB, NN, three
female: HG, JM, MD) brown capuchin monkeys (Cebus apella), a
New World monkey species (see [38] for a more detailed account
of capuchin ecology and social behavior). Our capuchin participants lived in a social enclosure at the Comparative Cognition
Laboratory at Yale University (New Haven, CT). Monkeys
received morning and afternoon feeds consisting of primate chow,
vegetables, and fruit, which were supplemented by the food
rewards they received for participating in experiments. Monkeys
had ad libitum access to water. All monkeys had participated in a
variety of other cognitive experiments, but none to date had tested
their causal understanding.
Materials. We developed a ‘‘blicket detector’’ apparatus
similar to the devices used by [1,36] for testing human children.
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 1. Our blicket detector
was a foamcore box covered in black duct tape consisting of a
30 cm635 cm617 cm platform on which stimulus objects could
be placed, which was connected to a larger 31 cm621 cm636 cm
box. The larger box contained a 51 cm plastic ramp, which
functioned as a grape dispenser. In contrast to the blicket detector
used in children, our device delivered food rewards to the monkeys
when they activated it. In addition to delivering food rewards, our
device also gave a visual and auditory signal when activated.
Specifically, a 12 cm68 cm66 cm battery-operated toy dog,
which was located at the rear of the platform, lit up and made a
squeaking sound when an experimenter activated it with a remote
control. A 70 cm666 cm barrier was placed behind the apparatus
to allow an experimenter to surreptitiously operate the dog and
grape dispenser. This experimenter surreptitiously observed the
monkey through a 54 cm65 cm slit in the barrier located 6 cm
from the top. We used two small rubber toys as possible blickets: a
10 cm red dumbbell and a 7 cm blue cone-shaped ‘‘Kong toy’’
object (see Figure 2A). The red dumbbell always activated the
machine while the blue cone never activated the machine.
Although the monkeys previously had exposure to a variety of
enrichment toys, they did not have previous experience with the
specific objects used in the present experiments.
Monkeys participated in the experiment from inside a
75 cm675 cm675 cm cubic testing chamber located next to the
blicket detector. The testing chamber was comprised of six wiremesh panels. The panel on the side directly adjacent to the blicket
detector contained two 9 cm65 cm holes, which allowed monkeys
to reach out of the testing chamber, place objects on the detector,
and retrieve grapes from the bottom of the ramp. The testing
chamber was isolated from the rest of the enclosure to avoid
interference from other monkeys and prevent other monkeys from
easily observing experimental sessions. In all experiments,
monkeys willingly entered the testing area.
3
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Table 1. Overview of the experiments.

Exp. #

Research Question

Results

1

Can monkeys’ discriminate A+ vs. B2 statistical evidence presented
in the blicket detector paradigm?

Yes. Monkeys chose object A (i.e., placed it on the blicket detector)
more frequently than object B.

2

Can monkeys discriminate A+, B2, AB+ vs. C+, D2, D+ statistical evidence?
(based on Gopnik et al., 2001)

Monkeys chose object A more frequently than object B, and object C
more frequently than object D.

3

Can monkeys discriminate between the efficacy of objects
B and D from Exp. 2?

Yes. Monkeys chose object D more frequently than object B.

4

Will monkeys test novel objects to see if they produce an effect associated
with the reward when no immediate food reward is available?

No. Monkeys generally did not spontaneously place objects on the
detector when no immediate reward was available.

5

Will monkeys test novel objects to see if they produce an effect associated
with the reward when no immediate food reward is available?
(revised method)

Monkeys placed objects on the detector when prompted by the
experimenter, but generally did not do so spontaneously. Monkeys
did not seem to learn from evidence generated when the food
reward was unavailable.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0088595.t001

Procedure. The procedure consisted of three phases: a
shaping phase, a training phase, and a test phase. In the shaping phase,
we taught monkeys that the red dumbbell (the blicket) could be
placed on the blicket detector and the monkeys were introduced to
the detector’s features. Each shaping trial began when an
experimenter placed the dumbbell inside the testing chamber.
The experimenter held out his hand to encourage the monkey to
hand the dumbbell back to him. Once the monkey put the blicket
in the experimenter’s hand, the experimenter placed the blicket on
the detector. When the dumbbell was placed on the detector, the
detector began to ‘‘activate’’ – the mechanical dog lit up and
began moving and a grape was dispensed down the incline. The

monkey could not see that this activation was actually performed
by a second experimenter hidden behind the detector who
surreptitiously operated both the dog and grape dispenser. After
approximately three seconds, the first experimenter removed the
dumbbell from the platform, which seemed to shut off the
activation of the detector. The temporal synchrony between the
dumbbell’s placement on the platform, the dog’s activation, and
the appearance of the grape was designed to give monkeys the
impression that putting the dumbbell on the platform caused the
machine’s activation. After approximately 20 trials in which the
experimenter placed the dumbbell on the detector, the experimenter gradually started to prompt the monkey to put the

Figure 1. Apparatus used in Experiments 1–5. A depiction of the experimental setup used in Experiments 1–5, consisting of the blicket detector
(left) and testing chamber (right). The blicket detector contained a platform for placing objects (location indicated by the red dumbbell), toy dog that
lit up and made a sound when blickets were placed on the machine, and an inclined ramp ‘‘grape dispenser’’ that provided monkeys with a food
reward when blickets were placed on the machine.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0088595.g001
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dumbbell on the machine without help. Once a monkey began to
place the dumbbell on the platform without help from the
experimenter, the monkey advanced to the training phase.
In the training phase, we taught participants that different
objects activated the detector at different rates. This phase
consisted of two sessions of 10 training trials each. In five of the
training trials in each session, the experimenter placed the red
dumbbell (the blicket) inside the testing chamber. The monkey was
then allowed to place this object on the blicket detector and when
it did so, the hidden experimenter activated the machine. In the
other five trials, however, the experimenter placed the blue cone
(the non-blicket) inside the testing chamber. When the monkey put
this object on the blicket detector, nothing happened. After three
seconds, the experimenter removed this toy from the platform. In
this way, the monkeys saw five trials in which the red dumbbell
appeared to activate the machine, and five trials in which the blue
cone appeared not to activate the machine. The order of the 10
trials was randomized subject to the constraint that each type of
trial never appeared on more than two consecutive trials.
After two sessions of the training phase, subjects moved on to
the test phase. The test phase consisted of a single session containing
two familiarization trials followed by ten test trials. The
familiarization trials were used to ensure that the monkeys
remembered the statistical evidence presented during training;
the familiarization trials were thus identical to the two trial types
presented during the training phase, one involving the red
dumbbell and one involving the blue cone. The order of the
familiarization trials was chosen at random.
The goal of the test trials was to give the monkeys a choice
between the two objects. In each test trial, the experimenter placed
both the dumbbell and cone in the testing chamber. The position
of the two objects (left versus right) alternated with every trial. The
experimenter then allowed the monkey to enter the testing
chamber. As in the training phase, if the monkey chose the
dumbbell and placed it on the blicket detector, the hidden
experimenter activated the machine. If the monkey placed the
cone on the blicket detector, the hidden experimenter did not
activate the machine. If a participant attempted to put a second
object on the blicket detector, the first experimenter intercepted
the second object before the monkey could place it on the
machine. The monkey’s choice was coded as the first object it
placed on the blicket detector.
AG had one previous test session that was excluded due to
experimenter error in placing the objects inside the testing
chamber, and MD had one previous test session that was aborted
due to her disinterest.

capuchins could distinguish between two patterns of statistical
evidence similar to those used in Gopnik et al.’s [1] study of
children’s causal learning. We presented participants with a
modified version of Gopnik et al.’s one-cause and two-cause
conditions. In both conditions, one object always activated the
machine by itself. In the two-cause condition, a second object
sometimes activated the machine by itself, whereas in the onecause condition, the corresponding object never activated the
machine by itself. If monkeys are able to distinguish between these
two conditions, we would expect them to show a greater tendency
to choose the object that does not always activate the machine in
the two-cause condition than in the one-cause condition.

Experiment 2
Methods
Participants. We tested five monkeys that participated in
Experiment 1. One additional monkey (HG) began but could not
fully complete testing because of a pregnancy and new baby.
Materials. We used the same blicket detector as in Experiment 1. The stimuli were four novel objects that were organized
into two object-pairs (see Figures 2B and 2C). Each object in the
pair could either be placed on the machine by itself or in a
connected unit with its paired object. In this way, we required that
monkeys sometimes place the two objects on the machine
simultaneously. The first pair consisted of a 9 cm diameter blue
ring (BR) and a 5 cm diameter purple ball (PB). The purple ball’s
size was such that it could be fit snugly into the blue ring, thus
enabling experimenters to present the stimuli either separated or
‘‘stuck’’ together. The second object pair was a 6 cm diameter
pink ring (PR) and a 12 cm long orange bone (OB). Like the first
object pair, these stimuli could be secured by forcing the bone
through the pink ring, such that the ends of the bone prevented the
stimuli from separating easily. We counterbalanced which object
pair was used in each task and which object in each pair had
which pattern of activation.
Procedure. Our procedure was modeled after the procedure
used in Gopnik et al.’s [1] study of human children. Each monkey
was tested on two different conditions: a one-cause condition and a
two-cause condition. The order of these conditions was counterbalanced across monkeys. In both the one-cause and two-cause
conditions, participants completed a training phase followed by two
test sessions. Each training phase consisted of two cycles of three
training sessions of 10 trials each. If there was a one-month or
greater delay in between training sessions, monkeys received an
additional cycle of three sessions to ensure that they retained the
statistics presented earlier.
One-cause condition: On the first training session of the onecause condition, monkeys saw that one object (A) alone activated
the detector. In each trial, the experimenter placed object A inside
the testing chamber. When monkeys placed this object on the
blicket detector, the hidden experimenter activated the machine
by operating the dog and rolling a grape down the incline. In the
second training session, monkeys saw that a second object (B) did
not activate the blicket detector when placed on the machine
alone. In the third training session, monkeys saw that the
connected unit of objects A and B together activated the detector.
Two-cause condition: The first two training sessions on the twocause condition were identical to those of the one-cause condition:
monkeys saw that object C alone activated the detector in the first
session and that object D alone did not activate the blicket detector
in the second session. In the third training session, however,
monkeys were presented with object D alone which, when placed

Results
The results of Experiment 1 are shown in Table 2. Monkeys
placed the red dumbbell on the blicket detector more than the blue
cone (Mean = 95% of trials). All six capuchins showed this
preference (binomial probability: AG: p,0.002, HG: p,0.002,
JB: p,0.01, JM: p,0.002, MD: p = 0.057, NN: p,0.002). Five out
of six monkeys (AG, HG, JM, MD, NN) chose the red dumbbell
on the first test trial.

Discussion
Monkeys preferred the object that more frequently activated the
blicket detector in the training phase. Indeed, all monkeys were
able to learn which object activated the machine in our task with
relatively minimal training. Thus, the results show that the blicket
detector method can be successfully adapted for use with monkeys.
Having established a way to test monkeys’ preferences in the
first experiment, our second experiment investigated whether
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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Table 2. Results of Experiments 1–3 across all participants.

Monkey

Experiment 1: # of Trials
Choosing Causally Effective
Object

Experiment 2: One-Cause
Task # of Trials Choosing
Object A

Experiment 2: Two-Cause
Task # of Trials Choosing
Object C

Experiment 3: # of Trials
Choosing Two-Cause Object
D

AG

10/10

20/20

20/20

19/20

HG

10/10

–

–

–

JB

9/10

18/20

17/20

19/20

JM

10/10

20/20

20/20

19/20

MD

8/10

20/20

20/20

–

NN

10/10

20/20

20/20

20/20

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0088595.t002

on the detector, did cause the hidden experimenter to activate the
machine.
For both the one-cause and two-cause conditions, after
completing the training phase, monkeys moved on to two sessions
of the test phase. Each test session consisted of three familiarization
trials to refresh the participant’s memory followed by 10 test trials.
The three familiarization trials consisted of one trial of each of the
three types of evidence presented during training. The procedure
for the test trials was similar to that of Experiment 1; an
experimenter placed both objects in the testing chamber and the

monkey was allowed to choose one object to put on the machine.
In the test trials for the one-cause (and two-cause) tasks, placing
object A (C) on the detector activated the machine and placing
object B (D) on the detector did not activate the machine.

Results
The results of Experiment 2 are shown in Table 2. Monkeys
chose object A over object B in the one-cause condition
(Mean = 98% of trials) and object C over object D in the twocause condition (Mean = 97% of trials). All five monkeys

Figure 2. Objects used in Experiments 1–3. Experiment 1 (A) used a red dumbbell and blue Kong-toy, while Experiments 2 and 3 (B) used a blue
ring and purple ball pair and an orange bone-shape and pink ring pair. Note that the pairs used in Experiments 2 and 3 could be linked together (C)
such that they could be placed onto the detector as a unit.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0088595.g002
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We therefore performed a third experiment to determine
whether the results in Experiment 2 should be attributed to
monkeys’ inability to differentiate between the two conditions or
whether an alternative aspect of the procedure masked monkeys’
capacity to perform this task. In Experiment 3, we presented
monkeys with a choice between the one-cause condition object B
and the two-cause condition object D. Both of these objects were
correlated with the machine’s activation half of the time during
familiarization trials; however, only the two-cause condition object
D ever activated the machine by itself. The different patterns of
evidence should lead to different inferences regarding each object’s
causal efficacy. Thus, if monkeys are sensitive to the difference
between the one-cause and two-cause cases, then they should
prefer to place the two-cause condition object D on the blicket
detector.

individually showed a statistical preference for object A in both the
one-cause task (binomial probability: AG: p,0.0001, JB: p,
0.0001, JM: p,0.0001, MD: p,0.0001, NN: p,0.0001) and
object C in the two-cause task (binomial probability: AG: p,
0.0001, JB: p,0.002, JM: p,0.0001, MD: p,0.0001, NN: p,
0.0001). The data from each monkey’s first test trial are consistent
with the overall trend. For the one-cause condition, all five
monkeys chose object A on the first test trial, and for the two-cause
condition, all five monkeys chose object C on the first test trial.
Out of all of these binomial tests in Experiments 1–3, all but one
run showed no evidence for autocorrelation or was at ceiling, in
which case autocorrelation cannot be assessed. However, JB made
three incorrect choices in a row in the two-cause condition in
Experiment 2, suggesting that his choices may have been
autocorrelated, in which case a binomial test is not appropriate.
There is not a commonly accepted generalization of the binomial
test for autocorrelated data; we refer the reader directly to the data
in the Supporting Information File S1 for visual inspection.

Experiment 3
Methods
Participants. We tested the five monkeys that completed
Experiment 2 (AG, JB, JM, MD, NN). One monkey (MD) could
not complete testing due to disinterest, as explained below.
Materials. The apparatus was the same blicket detector used
in Experiments 1 and 2. The stimuli were the same four objects
used in Experiment 2.
Procedure. Participants received three training sessions followed by two test sessions. Each training session consisted of three
six-trial blocks involving the six types of evidence presented in the
one-cause and two-cause conditions of Experiment 2. In each
block, participants saw one trial of each of the three trial types
used in the one-cause condition training (the one-cause object A
activated the detector by itself, the one-cause object B did not
activate the detector by itself, the one-cause objects A and B
activated the detector together) and one trial of each of the three
trial types used in the two-cause condition training (the two-cause
object C activated the detector by itself, the two-cause object D did
not activate the detector by itself, the two-cause object D activated
the detector by itself). The order of the one-cause condition and
two-cause condition sub-blocks was randomized. Within each subblock, trials were presented in the order listed above except for the
order of the two trials involving the two-cause object D, which was
randomized.
The test phase of Experiment 3 consisted of 20 trials per
participant, with a maximum of 10 trials per session. Each test
session began with a six-trial familiarization that was identical to
one of the six-trial blocks in the training sessions. Following the
familiarization, participants received a maximum of 10 test trials
in which they could choose between the one-cause object B and
the two-cause object D. In the test trials, neither object activated
the machine. Because monkeys were not reinforced in this session,
we set up a criterion to be sure that they were motivated to
continue performing the test trials. If a monkey did not place the
object on the machine within 60 seconds, the experimenter
allowed the participant to leave the testing chamber and attempted
to redo the trial. If a trial was unsuccessfully attempted three times
(i.e., the monkey did not place either object on the detector), the
session was aborted and re-run on a different day. One monkey
(MD) failed to complete testing even after multiple consecutive
sessions and thus was dropped from the study.

Discussion
In both the one-cause and two-cause conditions, monkeys
almost always chose to place object A and object C respectively on
the blicket detector. Objects A and C were always associated with
the blicket detector’s activation and objects B and D were
associated with the blicket detector’s activation 50% of the time. In
addition, we observed no differences across the two conditions;
monkeys chose objects B and D equally across the one-cause and
two-cause conditions. This pattern of performance differs from
what was observed in human children [1]. Indeed, monkeys may
have preferentially chosen object A and object C merely because
these objects were more frequently associated with the machine’s
activation and because monkeys always received a food reward for
placing these objects on the machine.
At first glance, the data suggest that the monkeys did not
discriminate between the one-cause and two-cause conditions.
However, two considerations suggest that we should not necessarily interpret the results of Experiment 2 as evidence that
capuchin monkeys are unable to distinguish between the two
conditions. First, our non-verbal dependent measure of choice was
somewhat different than the verbal dependent measure used by
Gopnik et al. [1], in which children were asked to categorize
objects as either blickets or non-blickets. In their study, children
were allowed to say that both objects were blickets, whereas in our
study, monkeys were forced to choose only one of the objects.
Furthermore, in our task, it is likely that the monkeys were
motivated to obtain as many grapes as possible. If participants
were using this strategy, they should always choose objects A and
C in the one-cause and two-cause conditions respectively even if
they were sensitive to the difference between the conditions.
The second reason for caution involves an anecdotal observation we noted during the training phase of the one-cause
condition. Interestingly, one monkey (JB) showed a surprising
behavior on the training condition in which the connected unit of
both objects A and B had to be placed on the detector together.
On multiple occasions, JB spontaneously separated the two joined
objects and tried to place only object A on the machine. This
action provided at least an anecdotal suggestion that JB reasoned
that only object A was causally responsible for the effect or that
object B was an inhibitory cause even though he had been shown
that the two objects together were associated with the machine’s
activation. JB’s anecdotal novel intervention suggests a deeper
understanding of the conditional probability information presented in the experiment.
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Results
The results of Experiment 3 are shown in Table 2. Overall,
monkeys chose the two-cause object D more often than the onecause object B (Mean = 96% of trials). Additionally, each monkey
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The third section, the grape dispenser, measured
29 cm632 cm647 cm and was attached by Velcro strips to the
rest of the detector. The grape dispenser had a 4.5 cm64 cm
opening on both the front and the back, located 2.5 cm from the
top and 11 cm from each side of both faces, through which grapes
were dispensed using a small cup fixed to the end of a 48 cm
wooden rod covered in green duct tape. As in Experiments 1–3,
the machine was surreptitiously operated by an experimenter
located behind a 76 cm683 cm occluder attached to the back of
the machine.
The objects used for testing included the two small rubber toys
from Experiment 1 (the blicket red dumbbell and non-blicket blue
Kong toy, hereafter referred to as object A and object B,
respectively), as well as 15 pairs of novel objects consisting of small
rubber or plastic toys. In each novel pair, one object always
activated the blicket detector (referred to here as object C), and
one object never activated the blicket detector (object D). Note
that the novel objects used in this study are different from and
therefore should not be confused with objects A–D from
Experiments 2 and 3. The testing chamber was identical to the
one used in previous experiments.
Procedure. The procedure consisted of four phases, which
included three training phases followed by a test phase. The purpose of
the training phases was to introduce the monkeys to the new
blicket detector and the structure of the subsequent test trials.
Monkeys typically received only one session per training day,
although they were allowed to train more than once per day if they
willingly re-entered the enclosure for an additional session.
In the first training phase, we familiarized our capuchin
participants to the new blicket detector and allowed them to
place familiar objects (A and B) on the detector. Although these
objects were initially unfamiliar to monkeys who had not
completed Experiment 1, those monkeys became familiar with
these objects over the course of the Experiment 4 training. Each
trial started when an experimenter placed objects A and B in the
testing chamber, allowed the monkey to enter the chamber, and
then encouraged the monkey to place one of the objects on the
detector. If the monkey placed object A on the machine, the
machine activated (i.e., the toy dog lit up and squeaked for
approximately three seconds and the monkey also received a grape
from the dispenser). If the monkey placed object B on the
machine, nothing happened. After three seconds, the experimenter removed the object from the detector. The experimenter then
returned the object to the monkey 20 seconds later.
In this first training phase, monkeys were given free access to
both the detector and the grape dispenser. If a monkey failed to
spontaneously place an object onto the blicket detector ramp in
order to potentially activate the machine, an experimenter held
out his hand to encourage the monkey to place the object onto the
ramp. Each session continued until monkeys placed object A on
the detector and activated it five times without solicitation from the
experimenter. All monkeys completed a single initial session and
one monkey (NN) also completed a second reminder session
because more than two weeks passed between his first and second
training sessions.
Monkeys then moved on to the second training phase. The goal of
this second training phase was to teach the monkeys that they
could receive a grape reward only when the grape dispenser was
attached. The second training phase therefore consisted of timed
trials in which the grape dispenser alternated between being
attached and detached. In the trials in which the grape dispenser
was attached, the machine activated and released a grape reward
when a blicket was placed on the detector. In contrast, when the
dispenser was detached, the machine did not deliver grapes when

who successfully completed the testing showed a statistical
preference for the two-cause object D (binomial probabilities:
AG: p,0.0001, JB: p,0.0001, JM: p,0.0001, NN: p,0.0001).
Additionally, on the first test trial, all four monkeys chose twocause object D.

Discussion
In a preference test between two objects that activated the
blicket detector with equal frequency in the training phase,
capuchins showed a strong preference for the object that activated
the blicket detector conditionally independent of another object.
These data show that capuchin monkeys make discriminations
that are similar to those made by the children tested by Gopnik
et al. [1]. Taken together, our results suggest that monkeys seem to
treat our blicket task like a causal system, and thus our method can
be useful for testing monkeys’ diagnostic abilities as well.
Because participants did not receive grapes during the test trial,
they sometimes lost interest after putting the two-cause object D
on the machine several times and not receiving a grape.
Interestingly, rather than attempting to put the one-cause object
B on the machine, the monkeys often preferred to place neither object
on the machine, suggesting that they reasoned that putting the
one-cause object B on the blicket detector would never cause the
machine’s activation.
The monkeys’ refusal to place either object on the machine
during the test trials suggests that their causal learning may be
geared primarily, and perhaps exclusively, toward obtaining direct
and immediate rewards. In Experiment 4, we decided to more
directly investigate this potential difference in capuchins’ motivation to diagnose a novel causal structure by examining whether
monkeys would place novel objects on a modified blicket detector
device during times in which no food reward was available. If
monkeys are curious about novel objects’ causal properties and
motivated to diagnose such properties, then they should place
novel objects on the blicket detector even if no immediate reward
is present. However, if monkeys are only interested in using causal
knowledge when doing so allows them to obtain food rewards,
they should place objects on the blicket detector only when there is
a possibility of gaining an immediate reward.

Experiment 4
Methods
Participants. We successfully tested four monkeys (two
females and two males). One monkey (NN) had completed
Experiments 1–3, one monkey (HG) had completed Experiment 1
and part of Experiment 2 but could not do Experiment 3 because
of her recent baby, and two monkeys (FL and HR) were new to the
task and had not completed any of the previous experiments in this
study. We also began testing two other monkeys (AG and JM) that
had completed Experiments 1–3, but these two monkeys were
dropped before the end of Experiment 4 due to disinterest in
entering the testing area.
Materials. We developed an updated version of the blicket
detector apparatus used in Experiments 1–3. This new detector
was coated in silver duct tape in order to distinguish it from the
original machine and contained three foamcore sections. The first
section measured 29 cm642 cm647 cm and contained a ramp
angled down and away from the testing chamber at approximately
50 degrees. The second section consisted of a
20 cm632 cm647 cm
stage
atop
which
the
same
12 cm68 cm66 cm battery-operated toy dog from Experiments
1–3 was positioned. As in Experiments 1–3, the dog lit up and
emitted a squeaking sound when activated via a remote control.
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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Each test session consisted of 10 trials: five trials presented
monkeys with the pair of familiar objects (A and B), while the other
five involved novel object pairs. The purpose of the familiar object
(A and B) trials was twofold. First, the inclusion of these familiar
object trials evaluated whether monkeys would continue to
respond correctly to known objects during the choice phase.
Second, the known object trials were included to verify whether
the monkeys remembered that they would not receive grapes
when the grape dispenser was detached. The position of the
objects, left or right, was randomized across trials. In addition, the
object designated to be object C was counterbalanced across
monkeys. Each monkey received three test sessions. If more than
two weeks passed between test days, monkeys were presented with
one additional session from the third training phase to remind
them of the experiment’s structure before returning to the test
sessions.

a blicket was placed on the detector; however, the dog still lit up
and squeaked. Because the absence of a reward was more
frustrating for the monkeys than we initially anticipated, we
adjusted the length of each session depending on the monkeys’
perceived level of interest and motivation to continue testing. As
such, in each testing session, participants received three to six trials
of one to two and a half minutes each, depending on the monkeys’
perceived level of interest. During each session, half of the trials
had the grape dispenser attached, and half had the dispenser
detached. Each trial started when an experimenter placed both
objects A and B in the testing chamber and allowed the monkey to
enter the chamber and place the objects on the detector. Monkeys
were then given free access to the two objects (objects A and B)
and could place them on the detector without solicitation from the
experimenter. As in the first phase, objects placed on the detector
were returned to the monkey through a hole in the side of the
testing chamber after 20 seconds. Between each trial, the monkey
was allowed to leave the testing chamber and the dispenser was
reset (i.e., the dispenser was either attached if it had been off, or
detached if it had been on). To pass the second training phase,
each monkey had to learn not to place objects on the detector
when the dispenser was detached; monkeys advanced to the third
training phase when they placed objects on the machine in a
maximum of 25% of trials in which the grape dispenser was
detached. Since the monkeys were already familiar with the causal
properties of objects A and B, there was no value in placing these
objects on the detector in the trials in which grapes were
unavailable.
The third training phase was similar to the second phase except
that (1) the period in which the grape dispenser was detached was
shortened to 30 seconds and (2) monkeys were allowed to place
only one of the two objects (A or B) on the detector during the
period in which the grape dispenser was attached. The purpose of
this training phase was to familiarize the monkeys with the
procedure that would be used later in the test phase, most notably
that they would be allowed only a single choice between the two
objects during the period in which the dispenser was attached.
Each session consisted of five trials. In order to move on to the test
phase, monkeys needed to withhold placing the objects on the
detector during the detached phase in at least three trials of a fivetrial session. The number of sessions each monkey needed to
advance to the test phase varied across monkeys (FL: three
sessions; HR: one session; HG: one session and one additional
reminder session because two weeks had passed between testing;
NN: one session and one additional reminder session because two
weeks had passed between testing). Additionally, one additional
session with NN was begun but aborted and excluded from the
final analysis due to a counterbalancing error.
The goal of the final test phase was to see if monkeys would
spontaneously explore the causal properties of two novel objects–
object C and object D– in the absence of a reward. As in the third
training phase, each trial within the test sessions consisted of two
parts: a 30-second period of free access to the blicket detector
during which time the grape dispenser was detached followed by a
single-choice trial in which the grape dispenser was attached. Note
that even though monkeys could not receive a grape when the
dispenser was detached, they could use these trials to place the
novel objects on the detector and use the information about
whether or not the dog activated to find out which object
produced an effect associated with the reward. Thus, strategically
testing the novel objects during this period could provide monkeys
with potentially useful information that they could exploit during
the subsequent single-choice trial.

PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Results
Four monkeys completed all the training phases. We were thus
able to analyze how these monkeys performed during the test
phase. We first examined whether monkeys used the 30-second
period in which the dispenser was detached to strategically test the
novel objects between which they could choose later in the singlechoice trial. We observed surprisingly little strategic testing when
the grape dispenser was detached. Only two of the four monkeys
(FL and HG) ever placed a novel object on the blicket detector
during the initial 30-second period in which the grape dispenser
was detached. The two monkeys who did put novel objects on the
blicket detector during the 30-second period did so on only 2 of 15
trials each. On FL’s third day of testing, he tried out object C and
placed it on the machine during the detached-dispenser phase;
during the single-choice phase, he correctly picked this object. In a
later trial on the same day, FL also tried out a different object C,
and then again chose correctly during the single-choice trial. On
HG’s first trial on the first day of testing, she tried out object C, but
then picked incorrectly in the single-choice trial. On HG’s first
trial of the second day of testing, she tried out a different object C
and then correctly chose this object in the single-choice trial. The
results are shown in Table 3.
Despite the fact that monkeys rarely placed the novel objects on
the detector, they did perform relatively accurately with familiar
objects A and B. During the choice phase, all four monkeys
correctly chose object A 100% of the time. Moreover, monkeys
only rarely placed the familiar objects on the detector during the
30-second period in which the dispenser was detached (NN and
HR never placed either object A or B, FL placed B once, and HG
placed A four times throughout testing with three times occurring
within a single 30-second block). This behavior was expected
because testing the familiar objects A and B would not provide any
new information.

Discussion
The goal of Experiment 4 was to examine if monkeys would
strategically test objects on the blicket detector during a time in
which they could not receive a food reward. Even in a situation in
which strategic testing might benefit the monkeys, we observed
little testing. Only two of four monkeys ever tried to use the
detector in the absence of a reward, and even they did so only on
two trials each. Monkeys’ failure to place objects on the blicket
detector during the ‘‘grape dispenser detached’’ phase suggests
that monkeys may be uninterested in making causal diagnoses in
the absence of immediate instrumental rewards. Interestingly, this
pattern of behavior persisted even though monkeys repeatedly
observed that the grape dispenser would be reattached in
9
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Table 3. Results of Experiments 4 and 5 across all participants.

Monkey

Experiment 4: # of Trials Placing
a Novel Object on Machine

Experiment 4: # of Trials
Choosing Object C

Experiment 5: # of Trials Placing
a Novel Object on Machine

Experiment 5: # of Trials
Choosing Object C

FL

2/15

2/2

2/5

1/2

HG

2/15

1/2

0/5

–

HR

0/15

–

0/5

–

NN

0/15

–

0/5

–

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0088595.t003

choice trials when the grape dispenser was attached. In the
corresponding single-choice trials that followed the periods in
which monkeys successfully tried out the novel objects, none of the
four monkeys exhibited a significant preference for placing the
blicket on the machine (HR: 3/5, NN: 3/4, HG: 2/4, FL: 0/2).
Monkeys did, however, continue to perform accurately with
familiar objects A and B in the training session of Experiment 5.
All monkeys chose object A 100% of the time during the choice
phase. In addition, monkeys rarely tried out either object A or B
when the dispenser was detached (FL, HG, and HR never placed
A or B when the dispenser was detached and NN placed object A
once).
Monkeys’ performance with novel objects in the test session that
followed (in which there was no object solicitation) matched their
poor performance in the previous training session. Only one of the
monkeys (FL) placed either novel object on the detector when the
grape dispenser was detached (FL: 2/5, HR: 0/5, NN: 0/5, HG:
0/5). Both of these times, FL tested only the non-blicket (object D)
during the dispenser-detached period. In the subsequent choice
phase, he correctly picked the blicket (object C) on one of two
trials. Despite this poor performance with novel objects, monkeys
continued to perform well with objects A and B; on the familiar
object trials, monkeys never placed A or B on the machine when
the dispenser was detached and they always chose object A during
the choice phase. The results are shown in Table 3.

subsequent trials. It therefore seems that monkeys may be willing
to use the blicket detector to exploit immediately available
rewards, but that they are not interested in using the detector to
learn about causal relations in the absence of those rewards.
Because the monkeys so rarely tested the novel objects in the
dispenser- detached phase, we could not examine whether they are
able to learn about the effectiveness of objects without an
immediate reward and use that knowledge at a later time. In
Experiment 5 we attempted to stimulate the monkeys’ interest in
testing the novel objects to see if the objects are causally effective
despite no possibility for an immediate reward.

Experiment 5
Methods
Participants. We tested the four monkeys who completed
Experiment 4 (FL, HG, HR, and NN).
Materials. We used the same blicket detector as in Experiment 4. The stimuli were 10 more pairs of novel objects similar to
the stimuli used in Experiment 4.
Procedure. Monkeys received one training session and one test
session. The training session consisted of 10 trials: five trials
presented monkeys with the pair of familiar objects (A and B),
while the other five involved novel object pairs. The format of
these trials was identical to that of the test session of Experiment 4
(i.e., there was a period in which the grape dispenser was detached
during which the monkeys could test the objects followed by a
single-choice trial with the dispenser reattached) except that
during the period in which the grape dispenser was detached, the
experimenter solicited the monkey to put the objects on the blicket
detector. Although most monkeys responded to this solicitation,
some monkeys still refused to place objects on the machine when
the dispenser was detached. If a monkey required more than two
and a half minutes of solicitation to put the objects on the detector
in a given trial, we then switched to a different form of training in
which the experimenter demonstrated the objects’ properties for
the monkeys by placing the novel objects on the detector.
Once monkeys completed a single training session with
prompting (or demonstration if necessary), they received one test
session. This single test session was identical to the test sessions
used in Experiment 4; each monkey received five trials with the
pair of familiar objects (A and B) and five trials with the novel
object pairs (C and D), but no solicitation or demonstration was
provided.

Discussion
In Experiment 5, monkeys tended to gather evidence about
which objects were blickets only when actively prompted by the
experimenter to place objects on the machine. However, even
after observing this information, monkeys did not reliably use this
evidence to help them decide which object to choose in the choice
phase. Indeed, it seems that, even when prompted to use the
detector strategically, monkeys failed to use this training to learn
about the causal properties of novel objects in the absence of a
reward.
This pattern of results suggests a sharp contrast between the
motivation underlying human and capuchin causal learning. Even
young human children regularly explore causal systems to learn
how the systems work even when there are no direct benefits to
obtaining such knowledge. For example, as reviewed earlier,
Schulz and Bonawitz [6] found that children spontaneously
disambiguated causally confounded evidence regarding how a toy
worked. Capuchins, in contrast, showed no interest in the task
whenever they were unable to immediately obtain food. Indeed,
capuchins chose not to test potential blickets even when this
knowledge might prove useful just a few seconds later. Additionally, monkeys did not succeed at using the evidence they acquired
in the ‘‘grape-dispenser detached’’ phase when making decisions
about which object to put on the blicket detector in the singlechoice trials. Human children, however, make accurate causal

Results
In the training session of Experiment 5, all four monkeys placed
the novel objects on the blicket detector after being solicited to do
so by the experimenter on at least some of the trials (HR: 5/5, NN:
4/5, HG: 4/5, FL: 2/5). The monkeys, however, did not seem to
learn from the evidence they acquired in the subsequent singlePLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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inferences even when presented with very limited evidence,
sometimes even a single trial. Although it is not clear whether
monkeys had difficulty in the single-choice trials because they (1)
needed a greater amount of evidence to infer causal patterns or (2)
did not encode the information they received when the grape
dispenser was detached, the results of this experiment suggest
potentially critical differences between the nature of human and
capuchin causal learning.

It is worth noting, however, that the present studies tested only
one primate species on a single experimental task, and that the
sample sizes were relatively small. Thus, future work might explore
whether other primate species would be more likely to seek
information about causal relations in the absence of an immediate
reward. Additionally, we can ask whether capuchins or other
primates would be more likely to engage in diagnostic behavior
when learning about a more ecologically relevant system.
In one study of chimpanzee play across various reward
conditions, Clark and Smith [41] presented chimpanzees with a
maze-like cognitive challenge device in which chimpanzees could
use tools to move a food or non-food reward through the maze.
Surprisingly, chimpanzees played with the device more frequently
in trials in which a non-food reward (a token) was available than in
trials in which a food reward (Brazil nuts) was available. Clark and
Smith suggested that chimpanzees played with the device because
it was intrinsically interesting (see also [42]). However, this study
differed substantially from our experiments in that Clark and
Smith’s task did not involve learning causal relations or
information seeking. Furthermore, there is no evidence that
chimpanzees in Clark and Smith’s study interacted with the device
in a diagnostic manner.
Comparative researchers have typically attempted to explain
the gap between human and animal causal cognition by suggesting
that some causal learning mechanisms are present in humans, but
not in other animals (e.g., higher-order inferential reasoning or
learning from conditional probability statistics, see [10,11]). Our
finding that capuchins lack the tendency to spontaneously
diagnose causal structures and learn from evidence in situations
in which no immediate reward is available suggests that differences
in competence may not be the whole story. Our results suggest
that the gap between human and animal causal cognition is not
merely a gap in competence, but is perhaps also a gap in motivation.

General Discussion
The experiments presented here attempted to explore whether
one signature of human causal cognition– the motivation to search
diagnostically for causal knowledge– is present in a non-humanprimate species, the brown capuchin monkey. Specifically, we
investigated whether monkeys would be willing to test out novel
objects in the absence of an immediate food reward. Human
causal learning often involves just this form of diagnosis; it is
geared towards learning for the sake of learning. Capuchin
monkeys, however, were uninterested in diagnosing which objects
activated a machine in the absence of a reward. Although monkeys
regularly exploited this causal system in Experiments 1–3 when
they could obtain a food reward, monkeys stopped placing objects
on the blicket detector when no immediate food reward was
available in Experiments 4 and 5, even when such interventions
were clearly diagnostic for the trial that would follow. These results
suggest that capuchin causal cognition may be exploitative, rather
than exploratory in nature.
Experiment 5 also revealed that monkeys did not seem to learn
from the statistical evidence they received when the grape
dispenser was detached from the blicket detector. In Experiment
5, monkeys performed at chance in the choice trials even when
they had previously tested one of the two objects. Unlike our
monkey subjects, people routinely infer causal structures and make
accurate inductive inferences from limited evidence (see [40] for a
review). Not only were the monkeys more likely to interact with
the machine when a food reward was available, they were also
better at learning from the evidence in those trials.
These results suggest an important limitation on animals’ ability
to seek information about the causal world; they may do so only
when there is a direct benefit. Previous work has demonstrated
that several non-human primate species, including capuchins,
spontaneously seek potentially useful information when a direct
and immediate food reward is available (e.g., [28–30]). Our
monkeys’ successful use of the blicket detector in Experiments 1–3
is consistent with this pattern of behavior.
However, once we removed the opportunity for capuchins to
obtain an immediate food reward in Experiments 4 and 5,
monkeys no longer tested novel objects on the blicket detector. As
such, capuchin monkeys’ information-seeking behavior appears to
be motivated solely by the prospect of obtaining a food reward. In
contrast to children’s exploratory play and other informationseeking behaviors, capuchin monkeys’ (and perhaps other
primates’) information seeking does not seem to be aimed at
learning how the object works so much as learning how to obtain a
reward. In this respect, our data are consistent with associative
learning theories, which propose that in the absence of rewards
associated with specific behaviors, animals explore their environment randomly as opposed to diagnostically.

Supporting Information
File S1 Supporting information contains the trial-bytrial data for each monkey for Experiments 1–3.
(DOCX)
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